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Umbilical cord blood transplantation (HCBT) has been 
used in treatment of hematologic malignancies, aplastic anemia, 
hemoglobinopathies and severe combined immunodeficiency [1]. In 
comparison with bone marrow and peripheral blood, the umbilical 
cord blood (UCB) has the advantage of convenient collection, 
immature cellular immunity and no strict matching in transplantation 
[2]. Thus, hematopoietic/progenitor stem cells (HS/PCs) from UCB 
have potential clinical value. However, the HS/PCs in a stock of UCB 
are low in quantity, which limits its clinical application. Therefore, 
HS/PCs from UCB should be ex vivo expanded to meet the needs for 
clinical transplantation. 

As an ex vivo expanded cell product for clinical transplantation, 
its pre-clinical safety should be paid a great attention before clinical 
transplantation. Any careless during culture may result in the 
contamination in the expanded cell product, including contamination 
of bacterial, fungi, mycoplasma and exogenous virus [3]. Bacterial 
contamination is one of the major risks associated with blood product 
transfusion and may cause severe transplantation- related infections 

[4]. This notion is supported by reports from the French Hemovigilance 
System demonstrating that between 1994 and 1998. Transplantation 
associated with bacterial infection was responsible for 22% of fatal 
cases associated with transplantation [5]. Drug Administrations have 
defined that there should be no contamination of exogenous factors 
in cellular products [6-8]. Therefore, we should examine carefully the 
cellular products to reduce the possibility of contamination before 
clinical transplantation.

In my lab, human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells 
(BM-MSCs) were used as a feeder layer to support the expansion of 
HS/PCs from UCB in a free-serum culture system. The proliferation 
potential of HS/PCs was analyzed. The expanded HS/PCs were 
suspended in the normal saline with 1% human albumin to prepare the 
HS/PC product. The contamination of bacteria, fungi and mycoplasmas, 
the infection of exogenous virus, the concentration of bacterial 
endotoxin, and the SCF residual in the expanded HS/PC product were 
determined. Finally, cells from the HS/PC product, in company with or 
without BM-MSCs, were transplanted into the irradiated NOD/SCID 
mice to determine the in vivo engraftment potential.

The results showed that co-culture with BM-MSCs can promote 
the expansion of HS/PCs. The expansion levels of HS/PCs from UCB 
in two co-culture systems with BM-MSCs as the feeder layer were 
higher than that in the culture system without BM-MSCs, which 
demonstrated that BM-MSCs supported the expansion of HS/PCs. For 
the proliferation potential of HS/PCs, we analyzed only the expansion 
level of cells suspended in the medium, although there had been the 
evidence of HS/PC-derived cobblestone-forming hematopoietic cells 
beneath BM-MSC layer [9]. However, the expansion levels of TNCs, 
CD34+ cells and colony-forming cells suspended in the medium were 
enough to demonstrate the capacity of BM-MSCs supporting the ex 
vivo expansion of HS/PCs from UCB. In addition, we used BM-MSCs 
as a feeder layer to co-culture MNCs from UCB in a free-serum culture 
system supplemented with three cytokines. The result showed that the 
difference of expansion potentials of TNCs, CD34+ cells and colony-
forming cells between two co-culture systems with and without serum 
was no significance. However, the expansion folds of TNCs, CD34+ and 

colony-forming cells in the free-serum co-culture system were higher 
than those in the culture system without BM-MSCs. We inferred that 
BM-MSCs supported the ex vivo expansion of HS/PCs, especially the 
ex vivo expansion of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Therefore, the 
free-serum co-culture system with BM-MSCs can be recommended to 
culture HS/PCs from UCB for clinical transplantation.

The multipotential ability of BM-MSCs, their easy isolation and 
culture, as well as their high ex vivo expansive potential make these cells 
an attractive therapeutic tool [10,11]. Co-transplantation of BM-MSCs 
is capable of enhancing engraftment of HS/PCs in a fetal sheep model 
[12,13], which suggests that co-transplantation of BM-MSCs and HS/
PCs from human UCB results in acceleration of rapid, middle and 
long-engraftments of HS/PCs. Our experiments of transplantation in 
NOD/SCID mice indicated the reconstituting ability of expanded HS/
PCs in the irradiated mice. The co-transplantation of expanded HS/
PCs with BM-MSCs from the free-serum co-culture system promoted 
the engraftment of HS/PCs in recipients in comparison to the 
transplantation of only expanded HS/PCs. It is thought that BM-MSCs 
enhance engraftment and support hematopoiesis by mechanisms that 
may not require homing of BM-MSCs to the bone marrow and might 
be mediated by the release of cytokines that promote either the homing 
or proliferation of HS/PCs [14]. It is well known that stroma derived 
factor (SDF)-1 has significant importance on the homing of HS/PCs to 
their niche in the bone marrow. It was demonstrated that SDF-1 effects 
the recruitment of CD34+ cells to the marrow in a NOD/SCID model of 
human hematopoiesis [14]. Thus, BM-MSCs have a role in homing by 
both inducing the expression of SDF-1 via secretion of stroma cell factor 
(SCF), and directly by secretion of SDF-1. Primary BM-MSCs derived 
from adult sources promote the engraftment of UCB-derived CD34+ 
cells to a similar degree as culture-expanded BM-MSCs, indicating that 
the biological properties of primary BM-MSCs are preserved during 
expansion, as is the potential safety profile of culture-expanded cells for 
therapeutic application [15]. In the present study, no genetic alteration 
in cultured BM-MSCs occurred after 2-3 passages of culture. Therefore, 
BM-MSCs from co-culture system could be considered as a cell source 
for co-transplantation. However, the cultured BM-MSCs should also 
be tested the contamination of exogenous factors before clinical co-
transplantation. Of cause, BM-MSCs harvested from the free-serum 
co-culture system may include HS/PC-derived cobblestone-forming 
hematopoietic cells beneath BM-MSC layer [9]. The role of these cells 
in engraftment of expanded HS/PCs is remained for further study.
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A series of studies indicates that BM-MSCs escape recognition of 
alloreactive cells, and are immune privileged [16]. BM-MSCs generally 
express only HLA class I. Despite a few studies that had demonstrated 
that BM-MSCs could be induced by IFN-γ to up-regulate the expression 
of HLA class II, neither the BM-MSCs that expressed HLA class I only, 
nor the BM-MSCs that expressed both HLA class I and class II induced 
by IFN-γ, showed immunogenic potential. Furthermore, both cell 
types could inhibit T cell immune responses, and the up-regulation of 
HLA class II by IFN-γ did not elicit a proliferative response of T cells 
[16,17]. BM-MSCs have been shown both in vivo [18,19] and in vitro 
[20,21] to suppress T cell activation. Additionally, BM-MSCs have been 
shown to suppress the proliferation of activated T cells induced by allo-
antigens in the mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) [21] and induced by 
mitogens such as phytohemagglutinin [22], or concanavalin A [16], as 
well as the activation of T cells by CD3 and CD28 antibody stimulation 
[23]. Several studies have shown similar effects when using BM-MSCs 
that are autologenic or allogenic to the responder cells, indicating a 
genetically unrestricted suppression [14]. Having low immunogenicity, 
BM-MSCs, no requirement of HLA matching, should be considered 
for co-transplantation with HS/PCs in therapeutic application. 

Patients of hematologic malignancies must go through flushing 
dose of radiotherapy or chemotherapy pretreatment before HSCT 
to eliminate cancer cells that may result in the side effect of killing 
the bone marrow cells and inhibiting the activity of immune cells. 
Therefore, the contamination in the expanded cellular product may 
result in the serious post-transplantation infection in recipients. 
Bacterial endotoxin is caused by Gram-negative bacterium. Endotoxin 
is exogenous pyrogen that can activate heterophil granulocyte to 
release a kind of endogenous pyrogen which will cause fever by acting 
up on body temperature regulating center [24]. Due to the possibility 
of xenogeneic pathogen contamination during isolation and culture 
of cells, the expanded cellular product must be rigorously controlled 
before transplantation to make sure that the cellular products are 
asepsis and free of exogenous matters that may jeopardize the patients. 
The expanded HS/PC product in the free-serum co-culture system was 
tested for the possibility of contamination of exogenous pathogens and 
matters according to the PC and China Biological Regulations. The 
results showed that there was no any contamination or infection of 
exogenous pathogens or matters in the expanded HS/PC products. In 
the culture system, three cytokines were added to the medium. TPO and 
G-CSF used in the culture system were commercial products approved 
for clinical application. Because SCF used in the culture system was
only for lab application, the content of SCF residual in the expanded
HS/PC product was determined. The results showed that the contents
of endotoxin and SCF residual in the expanded HS/PC products were
lower than the limiting levels. These safety standards will be applied in
the preparation of HS/PC products for clinical transplantation.
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